
Sheer Magic 
Fusible Sheer Support for Delicate Fabrics 

 

There are many delicate fabrics such as silk, satin, dupioni, taffeta and others that can be damaged  
by the embroidery process. The constant needle penetration on the light fibers can cause shredding 
and distortion. Sheer Magic creates a protective barrier for the stitching to form in without changing  

the drape or feel of the  fabric. Simply fuse one layer of this magical material to the back of the fabric  
to be embellished and then stabilize as normal. Sheer Magic will add support without bulk and help 

your masterpiece come to life! 

Quilt Magic 
 

Enjoy the softness and flexibility of this super light, fusible quilt batting/fleece.  Now you can create 
“non-bulk” quilted garments such as jackets and vests that drape and move freely with your body.  

Construction of home décor items such as pillows and table runners will be elegant and perfect! The 
fusible feature of this lofty fleece will make all your quilts and quilted items come together much easier. 

Quilt your project as random as you like, the fusing will help to eliminate puckering and will hold the 
fleece together, even through launderings! 

Sheer Magic Plus 
Fusible Woven Support for Dense Embroidery on Light Fabrics 

 

Adding embroidery to some fabrics can cause distortion. This can be due to the density of the 
embroidery or the lack of thread count in the fabric. Adding a high stitch count embroidery design to 

fabrics like quilt cotton, batiste or silk can cause puckering and/or uneven outlines. Fusing Sheer 
Magic Plus to the fabric before stabilizing will give needed support for the embroidery to relax and lay 
properly. Sheer Magic Plus will not change the drape of the material but removes the need for "over 

stabilizing" which can cause the design to become hard or stiff. 

Web Magic Lite 
New & Improved!  Pressure Sensitive Fusible Webbing for Applique 

 

Adhere beautiful appliqués, patches and embellishments with the heat of your iron using Jenny’s new 
Web Magic Lite®.  Ideal for silks and delicates yet durable enough for children’s clothing.  Don’t let the 

name fool you – Web Magic Lite® only feels weightless – its bond is Magic!  Now available in tape 
sized rolls! 
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Heat Magic  
Heat Soluble Topping/Stabilizer 

 

Use Heat Magic to keep embroidery stitches elevated and uniform on the surface of high pile and 
textured fabrics. Because Heat Magic is removed with the touch of an iron, it is ideal when  

embellishing or embroidering luxury fabrics such as velvet, silk, and linen. Heat Magic is essential 
when stitching on household basics such as towels, fleece and more in order to keep your embroidery 

dense and the background fabric from peeking out through the stitching.  



Dissolve Magic 
Woven Water Soluble Stabilizer 

 

Use Dissolve Magic Stabilizer to create elegant perfect lace, free standing embroideries or 
appliqués. Stabilize your most sheer, delicate fabrics such as organdy and netting for flawless 

embroidery! Enjoy the stability of a woven stabilizer that truly supports your stitching and then will 
completely rinse away leaving soft embroidery behind. Most designs only require one layer! 

Dissolve Magic Sticky 
Pressure Sensitive, Woven, Water Soluble Stabilizer 

 

Use Dissolve Magic Sticky for delicate embroidery in hard to reach areas or for fabrics that can be        
damaged by the hooping process. Place Dissolve Magic Sticky in the embroidery frame, score 
and peel back the release paper and then stick down items to be embroidered. Ideal for light 

designs on handkerchief corners, Pashmina shawls, napkin corners, and silk collars or ties. Also 
use for fabrics or   materials that can't be hooped such as ultra-suede, balsa wood, fleece and 

more. Now available in tape sized rolls!    

Tearaway Magic 
Eco-Friendly Light Tearaway Stabilizer 

 

This eco friendly tearaway stabilizer is ideal for airy, open work embroidery designs on light 
cottons and linen. It's unique because it is made up of partially water soluble fibers. By wetting the 
design once it is complete the stabilizer is easily torn away without distorting stitches or harming 
any delicate fibers of     heirloom quality fabrics. The design will retain the non-soluble part of the 

stabilizer throughout the life of the garment; keeping the embroidery looking smooth. Any 
remnants of the stabilizer around the design will wash out through multiple launderings.  

 
This product is also available in printable 8 ½" x 11" sheets making it ideal for paper/foundation-

piecing   designs and templates. Try the fusible version of Tearaway Magic when doing 
embroidery on loosely woven versions of the fabrics mentioned above that tend to shift during the 

hooping and embroidery process.  

Tearaway Magic Fusible 
Eco-Friendly Light Fusible Tearaway Stabilizer 

 

Use Tearaway Magic to embroider your most delicate woven fabrics with perfection! The light 
fusible    coating will prevent stretching of the fabric during the hooping process and will prevent 
the design from shifting while your machine is embroidering. The crispness of Tearaway Magic 
helps to prevents puckering yet leaves behind soft, flexible embroidery because the fibers are 

partially water soluble. For use when embroidering linen, cotton, batiste, shirt weight denim, silk 
and more. 

Tearaway Magic Heavy 
 

Available in Fusible and Non Fusible, Tearaway Magic Heavy can stabilize dense embroidery on 
woven fabrics with perfection! The solid foundation and crispness of Tearaway Magic Heavy 

prevents puckering and leaves behind soft, flexible embroidery. Both versions are super stable 
and will support about 10,000 stitches if the design is well-digitized! 
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Template Magic 
Self Adhesive Embroidery Design Placement Paper  

 

Ever wonder how Jenny creates such large gorgeous embroidery ensembles with perfection?  
Now you will know her secret! Print a template of each of your embroidery designs on Jenny's new 

Template Magic from your embroidery software. It’s sheer enough to see the background fabric 
through the paper so that designs can be easily and accurately positioned on any surface such as 

quilts, jackets, jeans and more! 

Hoop Magic 
Pressure Sensitive Stabilizer 

 

We often encounter embroidery situations that require "hoopless" style embroidery. Such as when 
we are trying to place embroider on a neck tie, hand bag, collar, napkin corner, cuff or sock. 

Certain types of fabrics like velvet, corduroy or leather can also present a challenge when trying to 
place the item in the machines embroidery frame.  

 

With Hoop Magic Stabilizer embroidery in almost any area is achievable! Hoop this remarkable 
stabilizer, remove the release paper and then stick your item to be embroidered in place, it is that 
simple! Enjoy the stability of a firm yet flexible stabilizer that will support all types of embroideries 

on most fabrics. 

Krinkle Magic  
  

Krinkle Magic® is the perfect answer for adding dimension and texture to your next quilting or 
sewing project!  Use this “shrinking” fabric to literally add wrinkles and krinkles to most weights and 

textures of   fabric.  To use this amazing product simply place it behind your fabric and stitch the 
two pieces together using a stipple stitch, or keep it uniform by stitching a grid or diamond grid.  

Once the stitching is done, steam iron the piece.  Krinkle Magic® will shrink the fabric it is attached 
to by an average of 30% creating lovely “krinkles” between all the stitching! Once the piece is 

krinkled, cut it to size and insert into a pillow, garment, quilt, or home dec item just as you would 
any normal piece of fabric.  There is no need to fuse an interlining to hold the krinkles in place, 

Krinkle Magic Fabric will last through laundering – washer, dryer and dry clean safe! Results will 
vary due to different weights and textures of fabrics.   

Cutaway Magic Fusible 
Sheer Fusible Cutaway Stabilizer 

 

Give your delicate knits and stretch fabrics a secure foundation without adding bulk when 
embellishing with embroidery or needlework. Cutaway Magic is a non-stretch, fusible cutaway 

stabilizer with a unique embossing pattern that provides a light yet solid foundation for most types 
of embroidery designs. The temporary fusible coating keeps your fabric from shifting during the 

embroidery and hooping process and eliminates the need for messy spray adhesives. Because of 
the stabilizer's sheerness, you will enjoy soft   results with no ugly square shadowing through the 

front of the garment along with a flexible embroidery design. Now available in non-fusible for 
Embroidered Decoupage®!   
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Water Soluble Magic 
 

Water Soluble Magic is an essential tool every embroiderer needs in their stabilizer selection! Use 
this clear topping on the surface of most fabric types to keep stitching elevated and relaxed. Water 

Soluble Magic dissipates with the touch of water and will leave your embroidery smooth and 
flawless! 
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Jenny’s Magic Heat Cutting Tool  

Non-slip, heat-insulated handle is easy and 
comfortable to hold. Light weight for constant 

use. Cut Plastic Stencils, Nylon Textiles,       
Dacrons, Polyesters, etc. Create intricate     

designs with Hot Branding on  Polyester Felt, 
Wood & Leather Craft Projects Using the     

Various Unique Tips. 

Jenny's Invisi Thread Clear & Dark 

 

Invisible thread that is a polyester mono-filament that works super for both the upper and lower thread. 
Offered in Clear and Dark. The Dark is the same great Invisible thread you have in clear that is a    

polyester mono-filament that works super for both the upper and lower thread. 

 Jenny's Tassel Maker   

Use your favorite threads, ribbons and trims to 
create beautiful custom tassels to embellish 
your next project using Jenny’s new Magic  
Tassel Maker! Tassels can be used to add   
dimension and class to home dec items,       

garments, draperies, quilts, even to decorate 
your Christmas tree! Using the new Magic   

Tassel Maker simplifies the process and allows 
you to customize colors and textures. 

Jenny’s Metallic Thread 

  

Jenny Haskins Metallic's will enhance the beauty of all embroidery. 
Metallic threads that stitch as smoothly and  flawlessly as her Ray-
on. No need to change your needle when using the Jenny Haskins 
Metallic's it is designed to run perfectly in your machine just as it is.  

 
Jenny’s Metallic Thread Sets 

  

Includes 3 spools (40 weight, 1100 yard each) 
of Jenny's Metallic Thread that will enhance the 

beauty of all embroidery. 
 

Puttin on the Glitz  
Puttin on the Glitz II 

Jenny's Magic Rhinestone Setter and Mini Iron Set 
 

Use Jenny’s Magic Rhinestone Setter to 
heat set fusible crystals on your next     

project! Create dramatic results on your 
next quilt or home dec item! Use to        

embellish your clothing, shoes, holiday   
ornaments, hair accessories, book marks, 

embroidery designs and more! Fusible 
crystals can be added to almost any      

surface!  
 

Comes with a variety of tips for creating 
and embellishing! 

Jenny's Books 

JSVG - Sharman's  
Vintage Garden  

J-WDF - When 
Dreams Flower 

J-PLACESUN  
A Place in the Sun 

Visit www.RNKDistributing.com/jennyhaskins to check out Jenny’s Bead Collection! 
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Jenny Haskins Design Sets         

Victorian Fantasy 
With Fans - J05 

Bella Fiori 
J01 

Floral Rhapsody 
J04 

Lace Glorious Lace 
J03 

Victorian Piano Shawl 
J02 

Art Nouveau Series: 
Iris J07 

Color Purple The Next 
Generation - J08 

Victorian Embroidery 
From The Heart - J06 

Antique Cutwork 
Lace J10 

Beyond Color Purple 
J09 

Floral Applique Magic 
J15 

Rose For Mary 
J14 

Rose Buds 
J13 

Art Nouveau Series: 
Spring Flower - J12 

Twin Needle Shadow 
Work By Machine - J11 

Designer Neck Ties Victorian Pansies Victorian Roses Victorian Script &       Victorian Scrolls &  
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Delicate Delights 
J24 

Gilded Memories 
J22 

Vintage Needlework 
J23 

Gracious Impressions 
J25 

Laura's Vintage  
Embellishments - J27 

Butterflies for 
Catherine - J28 

Lottie's Poppies 
J30 

Robyn's Romance 
J29 

Simon's Terrific Trims   
J31 

Harvey's Garden  
J32 

Jenny Haskins Design Sets         

Peaches Purses  
J33 

Margaret's Magnificent 
Melody - J34 

Sam’s Love Hearts 
J36 

3D Magic 
J35 

Simon’s Applique Magic   
J37 

Simon’s Applique Magic 2   
J38  

Simon’s Modern  
Ambience J39  

Scrolling Along J40  Love of Lilies J41 
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Jenny Haskins Design Sets         

Beyond Color Purple  
Special Edition - J1SE  

Simon's Folly  
Special Edition - J2SE  

Moulin Rouge 
Special Edition - J3SE  

Fragrant Delights 
Special Edition - J4SE  

Enduring Elegance 
Special Edition - J5SE  

Through the Garden Gate 
Special Edition - J6SE  

Now, Voyager   
Special Edition - J7SE  

Rosebud Quilt 
Special Edition - J8SE  

Jenny's Essence 
Special Edition - J9SE  

MarJen for Error 
Special Edition - J10SE  

Fabricadabra 
Special Edition - J11SE  

Perfect Bliss   
Special Edition - J12SE  

Fiesta Quilt 
Special Edition - J14SE  

Sandy’s Oriental Express  
Special Edition - J13SE  

Quilt-A-Matic   
Special Edition - J15SE 

I Need a Little Christmas 
Special Edition - J16SE  

War Of The Roses  
Special Edition - J17SE  

Cottage Rose  
Special Edition - J18SE  

Creative Fantasy 
Special Edition - J19SE  

Splendor 
Special Edition - J20SE  
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Jenny Haskins Design Sets         

Peaches & Green  
Special Edition - J121SE  

Renaissance  
Special Edition - J122SE  

Roses For Mary 
Special Edition - J23SE  

I Feel Pretty 
Special Edition - J24SE  

A Little French Chic 
Special Edition - J25SE  

Alphabet for Lennox  
Special Edition - J26SE  

Piece de Resistance  
Special Edition - J27SE  

Trash 2 Treasure  
Special Edition J28SE 

Bedroom Bliss  
Special Edition J29SE 

Gracious Gifts  
Special Edition J30SE 

Heritage  
Special Edition J31SE 

Coffee & Cream  
Special Edition J32SE 

Toowoon Bay Morning Glories 
Special Edition J33SE 

Jenny’s Technique Quilt 
Special Edition J34SE 

Visions of a Victorian  
Christmas Special Edition J35SE 


